
CHAPTER III

Economics, Security, and

Asian Stability after the Crash

Eaan A. Feigenbaum

Prrv rnr ANALysr ofEastAsian security. The collapse of the So-
viet IJnion destroyed much of the conceptual architecture that gov-
erned international security analysis from r g45 to r99 r, But analysts

ofAsia Pacific security have had to contend with the demise ofnot
one, but two, distinct cold wars. Each has left its distinct imprint on
the shape of the present-day security challenges in the area. And
whereas Europeans in the period since the collapse of Soviet power
have sought to confiont a security situation shaped by four decades of
bipolarity, the division ofthe continent, and alliance pattems between
two major blocs, Asia saw two successive phases ofcold war-related
smategic conflict in which shifting alliance patterns produced distinct
security challenges.

The first ofthese two phases ofthe cold war in Asia lasted roughly
fiom r95o to r96o and pitted the l-Inited States and its regional allies
against a presumed Sino-Soviet bloc. Legacies of this initial phase
include today's Taiwan and Korea problems and the security archi-
tecture of the Japan-U.S. alliance. A{ter r96o-196r, in the wake of
the Sino-Soviet split, new relationships (and new lines of cleavage)
emerged to shape the security problems that confront Asia today.
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These legacies include the China-U.S. and Sino-Japanese relation-
ships and two related processes of economic integration-that of
the Chinese economy into the region, and that of the Asia Pacific
region into an increasingly interdependent and globally connected
world of manufacturing, finance, and trade.

Although many security problems from both phases-particularly
the Taiwan and Korea problems from the first-are still with us, all
have changed ftindamentally over the past decade.

For example, China and Thiwan continue to ar€iue about their re-
lationship and routinely trade rhetorical barbs. However, they also
trade goods and exchange delegations to discuss common aspects of
their econornic and political future.

The Korean peninsula remains divided and a formal peace

agreement still seems far off. Yet the two Koreas have conducted s).rn

bolically signifi cant, if substantively inconclusive, goverrunent-to-
government negotiations. A former dissident, once condemned to
die, rules fiom the Blue House in Seoul, and a generational transition
appears to be under way in Pyongyang. The founcler ofone ofSouth
Korea's leading clmbol conglomerates has traveled to North Korea
in search ofrade agreements. In part because ofthe failure ofinter-
Korean dialogue, the four major parties to the Korean War have
undertaken several rounds of negotiations (sometines at cross pur-
poses). The United States and North Korea-antagonists for more
than forty years-have negotiated a framework agreement on tech-
nical and political aspects ofnuclear weapons and energy issues. The
Korean Peninsula Energy Development Organization (KEDO), an
administrative organization created out of that agreement, has been
operational since August r 997.

In Southeast Asia, the United States and \4emam, antagonists in
Asia's last great hot war of global scope, have exchanged ambassa-
dors. The Indochinese states-and even Myanmar-are full-ffedged
members of the fusociation of Southeast Asian Nations (ASEAI\1,
v-ith a seat in the regiont councils ofpower and prestige.

Clearly, the conceptual architecture that has long governed the
analvsis of East Asian security has changed in poter.rtially significant
l-ar.s. And yet, ifspecific problem areas such as Tiriwan, the Korean
peninsula, and theater missile defense (TMD) have gained nerv
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'iurgercy as truly regional, not simply colcl war, problems, $,hat once
seelned to be purely econornjc and linancial events of recent years

hl e ch,rnged rhe plal irrg 6eld r et again.

Tnr Pnoursl or e SresrE Furunr

Increasingly, the central problerns in reEiional securiry dl.namics seerr
connected to the recent economic and financial crises. To scholars
of international relations this should come as little surprise. The
connection bet$.een economics and securiw is alnong the oldest rnd
most significant in theorizing about the global order. At various times
in history economic depression has exacerbated existing securiff ten-
sions, while depression and plunging gror,th have fecl military crises

and tl.re redrawine ofthe strategic balance.
Although narrowly defined security problerns, such as TMD, are

obviously critical to Asia's future, the region's present econornic pre-
dicarnent bears direct consideration by those concerned u,ith securiry
and political relationships, not sinply those u.orried about straisht
foruard economic rnd 6runcial issues.

This chapter details sorne analytical connections betu.een eco-
nomics and securiw in contemporary Northeast Asia anc{ rejects
analogies to earlier periods of global econornic turbulence that have
produced security tensions and led to international crises. Some re-
cent lyritings on Northeast Asian security have emphasized potential
conflicts anc{ the notion that the resjon is "ripe for rivalry." If this
were trLre, the econornic crisis could be expected to make such ten-
sions r.vorse. History after all, clearly shows that economic crisis can
exacerbate strategic divisions. Indeed, there is a growing pessimisrn
about Asia on this score among specialist and nonspecialist obsen-ers
alike.

The central argument of this chapter, though, is that contempo-
rary East Asia rnay fare far better than many pessirnists expect. 'Jihe

security problcms ofthe economic crisis are manageable in this case,

in large prrt because the confiliuration of flctors that have seemed
to produce security tensions out of econon.ic despair in the past do
not exist in East Asia todav.
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H T S'TO RI CAL ECONOMIC-SECURITY LINK
NOT APPLICABLtr

These factors have usuall1. included the follou'ing:
Prior existence ofirredentist claims by rnajor states on each other's

territory. Irredentist claims exist in contemporary East Asia, but
those by rnajor states, such as China andJapan, on each other'.s ter-
ritory tJo nol concenr core area\.
Lack of an outside guarantor to encourage coordination and me-
diate regior.ral tensions. Despite nativist and isolationist sentiment
(and a debate about forward deployment of U.S. forces to the re-
gion that will likely grow more intense), the Llnited States seems

inclined to play the role of outside gxarantor in contemporary
East Asia in a way that it did not jn Europe in the period betw'een

the two world wars. This may change over the long term, espe-

cially if Korean reunification becomes possible. But as Asie seeks

to weather the current phase of economic crisis, the LI.S. role as

guarantor remains secure, providing a significant difference fron.t

earlier periods of economic and securitt tension in international
history.
States' pursuit of "beggar-thy-neighbor" resource and trade poli-
cies as a solution to their problens of economic crisis. East fuian
states do not seem likely to adopt beggar-thy-neighbor economic
strategies in response to the current financial crisis. Indeed, there
appears to be a stronpJ sense among Asian leaders that their na-

tional futures are linked to a stable regional and global future. A.r.t

interwar-style grab for resources, particularly lbr those under the
control of other states, does not seern likely as a solution to cur-
rent and future problerns.
Absence ofopen global export narkets, encouragfng rycles ofever-
greater protectionism by states facing economic collapse. Despite
protectionist sentiment that may well grow if trade deficits bal-
loon as IJ.S. exports to Asia taper off, U.S. markets are not likely
to be closed to Asian exports. This will provide an important export
outlet as the region seeks to weather its current difficulties and

should reinforce the tendenry to reject beggar-thy-neighbor
policies.
Todayt connection between economics and security is thus a corrl-

paratively hopeful one in many important respects. Alrd when viewed
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of security risks intensiE/ing due to the current round of economic
difficulty and its aftermath seems far less dire than some have pre-
dicted. Most important for the trilateral agenda, China-Japan-U.S.
coordination on issues direcdy connected to the economic crisis may
in {act leld a measure of coordination that could prove useful for
handling security matters down the road.

U.S. ROLE CRUCIAL TO REGIONAL ORDER

In the short to medium term, the regional challenges for the United
States are perhaps greater than for any power in East Asia. The
United States must take an active leadership role in the region, and
the forces ofprotectionism must be challenged head-on by advocates
of openness in U.S. trade policy. At one level, this is a conventional
position among observers of East Asian international relations. But
it takes on new meaning and urgency when viewed specifically fiom
the vantage point of historical analogues to today's economic crisis
and the potential impact that such crises have had on security tensions
throughout history Asia has many advantages in this regard. How-
ever, two of the contemporary structural advantages outlined above
depend, first and foremost, on continuing U.S. activism: its willing
ness to act as an outside guarantor within the region, and its commit-
ment to markets that will remain open to Asian exports. A strategic
and politically astute lJ.S. assertiveness one that is sensitive to Asian
nationalism and pride-is critical to medium-term regional stability.
It is precisely the existence ofthese structural conditions that makes
Asia's present economic and security experience so different-and
so much more hopeful-than that of more unfortunate periods in
international history.

This chapter has five sections. In the next, I consider how the eco-
nomic crisis has forced a reexamination of several points of debate
about the structure ofpower in East Asia. A third section considers
the present against historical analogues along the four dimensions
laid out above. The fourth section raises several problem areas related
to the management of security relationships in Northeast Asia. The
final section of the chapter asks whether the pursuit of realpolitik
goals by the trilateral countries might have dangerous effects.
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RrcoN s ropnrN o As s u uprroNs

In the wake of the economic crisis that has hit Asia full force in the
lastyears ofthe r99os, narrowly defined securiw issues ofcourse re-
rnailr critical throughout the region, especially arnong the trilateral
countries of China, Japan, and the United States. Yet dre economic
crisis has had a variery ofbroader political implications that bear di-
rectly on some of the underlying assurnptions that have long been
made about security problems in the region. These implications il-
clude what the crisis means for various countries' external roles, their
ability (and willingness) to exelcise forwardJooking leadership, and
the ability of dreir leaders to focus on security problems given the
sholt attention span of political decisionmakers preoccupied u,ith
economic nratters.

On one level, the crisis thereby sl.rows how much has changed
durir.rg the past several years as a direct result <.rf econornic events in
East Asia. First, this is because of the irnplications for attention to
security problems and reeional leadersl.ip. But most irnportant, it is
because at a minin.run.r-the financial crisis forces us to quesdon
sone fundamental assumptions that have governed popular discus-
sion of East Asiar.r securitv and the China-Japar.r-U.S. relationship.

CHANGING PO\VER REALIT]ES

The Iirst of these assumptiolrs concems the structure of pow.er ir.r

the region ar.rd the changir.rg relationship between relative polrer and
the exercise of regional leadership. Prior to the economic crisis and

throughout the r99os, much popular and specialist opinion suggested
a strong sense of "drift" in East Asia, particularlv in relationships
among China, Japar.r, and the United States. This ibund resonance
in popular discussion, particularly in works by r-ronspecialists such as

.lln.res Fallows (r994), but also in the u'ork of some long-tin.re special-
ists on Asian issues.

At its most essentjal, this drift was thought to reflect an inevitable
time lag as new relative power realities reshaped relationships forged
in a period when the structure o[ pou.er in the region was different.

In this view,Japar.r, fbr example, vas thought to be in the ascendant.
Its econorlic ancl linancial influence in Asia were grailuallv beconring
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a dominant feature of the regional political economy. A robust de-

bate ensued over the possible evolution ofa "yer.r bloc" in the Asian
economies. Over time, some argued, this would require thatJapanese
political and perhaps even military influence eventually fall into line
with new power realities derived from economic influence.

Thus theJapanese commentator Soeya Yoshihide (r998) and others

argued thatJapan has long possessed a complex dual identitywithin
dre Asian security environment. To mostJapanese, he has suggested,

the postwar experience essentially vitiated the country's role as an

independent security actor in the region. Ilowever, "the realities of
East Asian security . . . have not allowedJapan to enjoy this luxury
entirely" (4). Thus, the country must inevitably take up some of the
burdens of regional leadership for a series of reasons: geopolitical
realities; Japan's latent great power potential; its ability to become a

nuclearweapons state in a relatively short period of time; its advanced

dual-use technology base; and the discrepanry betweenJapan's eco-

nomic power and its weak political role in the region.
As Soeya and others predicted aJapanese political-rnilitary resur-

gence, the United States, though an obviously important economic
and military force, seemed increasingly plagued over the rggos by a

distinct lack of political (and budgetary) will that would inevitably
affect its leadership role in Asia. China, the third parry in the trilat-
eral interaction, was widely considered in pre-economic crisis analy-

sis to be a non-status quo power whose ascendance, unlike Japan's
(which was thought by many analysts to be conservative and status

quo-preserving), might lead to a direct challenge to the prevailing
East Asian order. Much was made, for example, of Chinese saber

ratding in the South China Sea and the Tliwan Strait. Thus, despite

considerable caution and sometimes out-and-out hostility to this

"non-status quo" view from many specialists (see Yahuda r993; Lamp-
ton ry97), many strategic analysts argrred that China would prove a

difficult parmer in regional leadership (e.g., see Milhollin 1997).

Even the more optimistic assessments nonetheless worried about
the non-status quo aspects of Chinese policy.' In these views, much
of China's foreign policy seerned based on probes designed to test
the limits ofothers'resolve and to discover the limits of China's flex-
ibility to maneuver in flaunting the status quo (Gregor 1996). One
polar argtment suggested that China's core strategic goal was sirnply
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to replace the other two regional leaders: an increasingly distracted
United States, preoccupied at home and uninterested in the sub-
stance (as opposed to dre rhetoric) ofglobal leadershrp; and aJapan
on the ascendant within its region but constrained by the United
States, by its Peace Constitution, and by its lin.rited resource base.'

By the er.rd of rg98, the economic crisis had called into question
marry of drese assumptions about the fundamental strategic balance
in East Asia, at least in dre short to medium term. The potentially
"loose cannon" of Chinese policy and the notions ofJapanese "as-
cendance" and U.S. "retreat" received prominent play in the popu-
lar debate, ar.rd by Fallows and others, in the period leading up to the
crisis. Yet as the fuian financial slstem tottered on dre brir.rk of col-
lapse, the crisis suddenly rnade the United States again appear robust
within the region. Washington, or at least its Tieasury and central
bankers, took on the look of a leader whose actions were tempered
by a certain caution, yet which, at the mornent of highest crisis in
r998, seemed aggressive in filling a vacuum left because of limits to
the International Monetary Fund (IIMF) and dte absence of leader
ship lrt nr other countries in the rcgion.

By contrast, Japan's postcrisis turn inward-its preoccupation
with domestic problems and the weakless of its government-raised
new questions about the evolution ofa broader politrcal-rnilitary ro)e
forJapan in the Asia Pacific region. Indeed, Tokyo was roundly con-
denned withir.r Asia for its failure to put its own economic house in
order. Despite initial enthusiasm fbr aJapanese proposal to create ar.r

Asian INIF (a proposal that failed to receive U.S. support), the per-
cepdon of comparative inertia relnains widespread throughout Asia,
and no wonder: market-openir]g issues remain secondary to budget-
ary matters;Japan's banking system continues to totter on the verge
of insolvency, despite the announcement of rneasures designecl to
address elements ofthe problem;r and tax reduction, reflation, and a

stimulation of consurner demand d.rat rnight boost Asian exports to
Japanese consumers remain uncertain items on the government'.s
agenda. L.rdeed, ifthe Hashimoto government seemed lackluster on
these issues, the Obuchi government, too, seefrs unwilling to tackle
these problems through a concerted lrontal assault.

Finally widrin Asia'.s great power triangle, Chinat response to the
crisis was widely praised, including bv the U.S. secretary ofstate, who
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held it up as a beacon ofregional leadership (Albright 1998; Albright
and TIng r9g8). After nearly five years of sustained debate about
China's inclination to take down the pillars of the regional status
quo, this made China appear to be a somewhat more conservative
power than many such arguments had initially implied. In fact, Bei-
jing proved to be particularly active in promoting a regional re-
sponse to the financial crisis, and raw Chinese self-interest converged
with regional interest during 1998 to push Chinese policy in this
direction. For example, Chinese efforts included moves to counter
Tiiwan's attempt to conyert cash and comparative prosperity into po-
litical capital in SoutheastAsia, where Tliwanese business made con-
siderable inroads tlroughout the r98os-rggos (e.g., see Feigenbaum
r995, 4r-5o). But whatever Beijing's motivations, China's response
to the crisis was widely welcomed in a region hungry for a concrete
demonstration of constructive Chinese leadership. It also bought Bei-
jing considerable political capital. The Chinese govemment pledged
US$r billion to the Thai bailout. It promised to maintain the Hong
Kong dollar peg. For the moment, at least, Beijing also continues to
hold the line on the value ofthe renminbi.

AGENDA SETTING

A second assumption that governed much popular discussion about
Asian security in the period leading up to the economic crisis was

that the economic issues ofthe region were, in some sense, "setded,"
with security problems now likely to mo\,e to the forefront of the
regional agenda. Analysis often contrasted Asia with Europe, where
economic integration seemed to be promoting a new security order
of peace and cooperation. In Asia, by contrast, security problems
appeared to some commentators to belie a growing economic inter-
dependence. Thus the breakdown of the cold war order and t}re evo-
lution of a multipolar power structure could prove destabilizing, as

it had throughout much of international history. A multipolar Asia,
one important study therefore argued, was "ripe for rivalry," its pros-
pects for peace far dimmer than in Europe, where integration was

more intense and could check the distortionary effects of multipo-
larity. Almost inevitably, security would thus become a key focus of
regional leaders and potentially undermine long-range progress
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toward cooperation and economic jnterdependence (see e.g., Fried-
berg t993/r994 for an eloquent expression of the multipolar ripe-
for-rivalry viev). But in efTect, the economic crisis had a curious
impact here, pushing security problems off the top of the regional
agenda as key security problems neither were solved nor disappeared.

EcoNourc Cnrsp.s eNo rnr LlssoNs op Hlsronv'

A change of assumptions in these two aLeas ties directly into the
implications of the financial crisis for Asian security: What are the
prospects for the regional roles of dre trilateral countries? What is

the relationship between economics and security on Asia's agenda at
a moment of great potential instability?

These questions are lent special appeal and urgency because there
can be little doubt that Asia's current econornic crisis remains dire.
South Korea and Thailand appear well on the load to a recovery
down the line. However, marry financial analysts remain overu,rought
over the long-term prospects forJapan's main bankir.rg system. Har-
vard economist John Kenneth Galbraith (r998) has callecl toclay's
global economic situation "the worst econornic crisis ofrecent time,
certair.rly the worst sir.rce World War II." Moreover, Galbraith irn-
plicitly suggests that renewed short-terrl confidence may ultimately
prove false. Galbraith has offered expJicit analogies to the late rgzos,
comparing certain aspects of contenporary U.S. policv in the inter
national economy to the "arniable indifference" of Calvin Coolidge
and the false assurances about "sound ftindamentals" of his succes-

sor. Herbert lIooYer.
The depth of Asia's current crisis drus raises inevitable questions

about the connection beni.een econornic crisis, r-esurgent nadonal-
ism, and security dilemmas. But it is the central argunent of this
chapter that dre crisis will be unlikely to have negetive ir.nplications
for regional security.

There is, after all, a natural tendency to see in Asia's current cri-
sis, as Galbraith does, analogies to earlier periods of global eco
nornic dilliculq,. This is particularly true ofthe interrvar period when
the connection betq,een econornic depression, clomestic instabiliry
rising nationalism, and security tensions hacl becorr.re particularly
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pronounced by the end of the r93os. Not surprisingly, some have

viewed Europe's past as a cautionary tale for contemporary East Asia.

And this is especially the case if one accepts (as many do) the main
premises of the ripe-for-rivalry argument-namely, that post-cold
war East Asia, unlike post-cold war Europe, is fraught with unre-
solved securiry problems, old hostilities, latent tensions between

China and Japan, rising nationalism, considerable potential for an

arrls race, an uncertain IJ.S. role in the region, and thus a drift to-
ward true multipolarity.

In fact, however, the interwar case is instructive as a conceptual
analogy rzot because it is analogous to contemporary East Asia but be-
cause it offers a useful comparative parallel ofprecisely what is likely
to go right as East Asia weathers its current crisis. This cannot but be
helpful as we consider the impact offragile economies, weak govern-
ments, and domestic instability on security tensions in the region.

NATIONALISM AND I RREDENTI S M

There are, first, fundamental differences between the two cases

associated with irredentism and nationalism. The notion that eco-
nomic collapse can feed virulent nationalism, especially when asso-

ciated with fragile domestic politics, is an old one in international
relations. It found special resonance in interwar Gennany, where it
became closely associated with the attempt to enforce irredentism
claims.

It is not surprising, d.ren, that serious analysts ofEast Asian secu-
rity should have looked to outstanding territorial conflicts as a source
of future tension. Among those analysts who are less subtle, the anal-
ogy to Germany is sometimes made directly, particularly the notion
of a "rising" Germany hegemony that sought to challenge British,
French, and American power in the r93os-r94os. This has been used

as an analytical framework for considering China! role in the emerg-
ing Asian future. However, more nuanced analysts, by contrast, tend
to frame the problem sinply in terms of rising Asian nationalisrn,
particularly that of China, which does have a latent irredentist streak
associated with the SenkalrVDiaol'u island chain in the East China
Sea and the Spratly Islands in the South China Sea.

But the interwar European and present day Asian cases are
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different in some instructivelv fundement:rl ways. In Europe, core
security problems not only preceded dire economic crisis but were
virtually irreconcilable absent major changes in tJ.re security order
and the redrawing of key borders. German demands and clains
u-ere, in many ways, munrally exclusive of those of France, Polancl,
and Czechoslovakia. Recent scholarship on interwar Germany has

sholr,n that even some of the most liberal yoices in the Weimar state
echoed National Socialist enthusiasm for irredentist clairns on Aus-
tria. Meanwhile, German rearmament and a fundamentally altered
security order were, for nearly all ()errnar.r political constituencies,
the baseline conditions for a renev.ed German political role on the
continent.

Much, then, is nou- made of Chir.ra's irredentist clairns to Tliu-an,
the Paracels, the Spratlys, ar.rd the Senkaku, and righdy so. Thiwan,
in particular, presents perhaps the stickiest problem for ftiture East
Asian security. Yet none of the major pou'ers of East Asia insist on
core claims to each otherl borders. And while the recent econouric
crisis has arrived on tl.re heels of regional troubles on the Korean
peninsula and in the Thrwan Strait, these by no means reflect the kir.rd

of fundamental securiry problems that forced the major pou,ers of
Europe to make claims on each othert territorv and resources in
decades past.

In short, Asian irredentism does exist. Yet it is ofa decidedly more
benign sort than s,e have seen in internationll history. tr{oreover,
current Asian irredentism is on a smaller scale than in the past altd
seems restricted to more peripheral territorial claims. Only the TIi-
wan problem qualifies as an outstanding claim on a rnajor chunk of
territory. Yet no other great power's 0?r', territorial claims are affected
b,v the dispute, and, in any case, tlere are reasons fbr optimism. After
alJ, d.re dispute between China and d.re other maior powers over Tai-
wan is not so much about the substance of China's clairn as about the
process through v.hich that claim is to be arbitrated and resolved.

Japan and the United States ofiicjallt, acknou4edge the existence of
a single China; even those in both countries who qanpathize with the
yeamings of some in Triv.an for ereater local sovereignty do not deny
that China has at least sozze historical basis to nrake a clairn to ultimate
sovereignry over the island. ForJapan and the Unitcd States, then,
at least in public ar.rd official business, Cl.rina's threat of forcc-the
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issues of mechanics and process-is the key matter at stake, not the
substance of the c1aim.

In this regard, it seems especially encouraging that the recent
visit to China of Koo Chen-fu, chairman of Thiwan's Strait Exchange
Foundation, has renewed the cross-strait dialogue. President Jiang
Zemin's visit toJapan offers additional hopeful signs, and China and

Japan seem disinclined to bring the Senkaku/Diaoy.r problem to a
head, whatever pressure latent domestic nationalism may exert. In-
deed, as Richard B etts $9y1t994) has so aptly pointed out, for the
first time in more than a century each bilateral relationship among
the five dominant powers in the Asia Pacific region-China, India,Ja-
pan, Russia, and the United States-is peaceful.

Thus, while economic crisis has fed fundamental and irreconcil-
able securiry tensions between major powers in multipolar settings
in the past, this hardly seems the case in contemporary East Asia. Ir-
redentism remains focused at t}re margins, on peripheral claims. In
fact, with the exception ofThiwan (which is, in many ways, sui generis
as a territorial problem for Chinese leaders) and the Northern Ter-
ritories (where Russo-Japanese conflict seems likely to be resolved at
the bargaining table rather than by military means), the major powers

seem to have found ways to dampen their most important disputes on
outstanding territorial claims.

THE UNITED STATES AS

GUARANTO R OF LAST RESORT

The continuing existence of the United States as an ultimate guar-
antor of security order in the Asia Pacific region is also important
when framed in the context of economic and diplomatic history. This
does not, in any sense, imply that a specific or particular form of se-

curity order must remain in place over the longer term, including the
present alliance and security structure in East Asia. But throughout
international history where no outside power has been in a position
to interpose itselfbetween regional powers with conflicting nation-
alist and security goals, tensions have grown.

This, then, provides a second comparative analogue to Europe
between the wars, when the international economic system weath-
ered its last great crisis but the United States all but withdrew from
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regional afflirs, lcaving European antagonists to work through ftilr-
damentally unworkable securitv problems without an outside guar
antor.'loday, despite isolationist sentiment in certain U.S. political
circles, U.S. activism on financial and economic issues bridges the
tlvo-party divide and seen.rs intact. And u,hen liamed in the context of
past econonic crises and security spirals, this provides much reason
for optimisrn.

In fact, the greatest danger to U.S. input on economic matters
seems to be the potential for (and U.S. t-ear of) a nadonalistic back-
lash within the Asia Pacific region (see e.g. Snyder and Solomon
1998). Howeve! the irnpoltance of a high-plofile LT.S. role seems

clear to poliry elites in the United St.ates and is accepted-though
not ahvays in the srme forrn-in Beijing, Totyo, and Seoul. Clearly,
then, the U.S. role as an outside Eiuarantor lends an atmosphere of
stability to regional affairs. Restraints on an independent security
role for.|apan remain important to China, and perhaps to others
in the repJion. How difficult, then, u'ould a post-Japan-U.S. alliance
environment prove to be? lIere, one sees the basis for major porver
accommodation on many security issues, but only so long as the U.S.
role as a cor.rventionally benign hegemonic power remains in place.
As I have argued elsewhere, a large-scale U.S. military presence on
the seas, in particular, keeps rivalries in check by discouraeingJ the
expansion ofJapan's military por.ver (Feigenbaum r 999a).

Although some repJional elites may therefore rvish for a reduced
U.S. role in Asian security, restrictions on foru-ard deplovrnents,
and a change in regional alliance and security relationships, that role
seerrs more important than ever in a region burdened by econornie
crisis. For the moment, at le?rst, the continued existence ofthat gxar-
antee also sharply distinguishes present-day East Asie liom earlier pe-
riods of history that have coupled economic crisis to latent securiry
tensiorr.

C OORD INATION VER S U S

BEG6AR-THY-NEIGHBOR M ERCANTILI S M

There is a third structural reason for optirnism about the securiry
in.rplications of Asia! econornic crisis. It concerns policy dltramics.
One of history'.s nost durable lessons is that when economic crises
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are solved through trade policies that seek relative gain at the ex-
pense ofothers, downward spirals ofrecrimination and political com-
petition often ensue. Sometimes, as in interwar Europe, this takes the
form ofa forcible grab for the resources ofrivals, and existing disputes

over resource-rich regions in East Asia certainly bring this issue to
the fore.

It is true that economic nationalism has long been a force in East

Asia. The American political scientist Richard Samuels (t9g4), for
example, has argued forcefully that "rnercantile realism" remains a

driving force inJapanese economic poliry. In other work, I have also

argued that relativistic, nationalist impulses once linked irnportant
aspects of Chinese economic policy directly to security concerns,

particularly during the Mao Zedon g era (r949-1976) (Feigenbaum
r999b). In bothJapan and China, this has been particularly evident
with respect to technology poliry u.hich, in both countries, focused

on the acquisition of"strategic" technologies to enhance relative in-
ternational standing and national economic competitiveness.s

Today, however, doses of mercantilism and nationalistic efforts to
foster local technology are in no sense the conceptual equivalent of
the beggar-thy-neighbor economic nationalism that vitiated efforts
at regional policy coordination in earlier periods of international
history. Unlike interwar Europe, where protectionism intensified in
response to the economic crisis, today's Asian crisis seems to have

reinforced elements ofa "rise together, fall together" mentality. Rob-
ert B. Zoellick (r998), a fonner U.S. state and treasury department
of6cial, has noted that efforts at regional and global rade liberaliza-
tion have entered a period of distress. The Mercosur countries of
South America (,Argentina, Brazil, Paraguay, and Uruguay), for ex-
ample, have increased common external tariffs in response to Latin
America's econonric crisis by z5 percent (fiom r 2 to r 5 percent). And,
ofcourse, competitive currenry devaluations might lead to intensified
competition and polit ica I recrimination.

Still, while pledges to implement World Tiade Organization fi-
nancial services and sectoral liberalization agreements have been
put on hold, governmental responses to the crisis thus far provide
evidence that Asians are unlikely to choose market closure as a long-
term solution to current problems. For example, South Korea's gov-
ernment, in particular, has begun to make painful, yet promising,
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changes to its domestic economic structure. Recent steps by the Thai
government also mirror a domestic-oriented approach to economic
reflation. InJapan, the Obuchi government, however tentatively, has

made domestic restructuring, not externally oriented protection, d1e

cornerstone of its economic program.
There is little evidence, then, that resource constraints are viewed

by Asian leaders as a significant factor inhibiting continued growth.
And particularly because Asian irredentisrn is focused on peripheral
territories, not core resource-producing areas (as was the case with
Japan's grab ofManchuria and SoutheastAsia in the r93os and r94os),
the prospects for cooperative resource development also seem prom-
ising. While the Spratly issue, of course, remains dif6cult, China has

made noises about joint development. Moreover, Chinese claims to
the Spradys, however rigorously they are enforced, may say more
about rigid Chinese sovereignty values than about broader strategic
trends and are not necessarily inconsistent with the U.S. role in Asia's
sea-lanes (Feigenbaum rggga). The Spratlys also offer no solution to
the economic problems that the Chinese and other Asian govern-
ments will face in coming years.

EXPORTS AND POLITICAL PRESSURES ON THE ROAD
BACK TO PROSPF,RITY

One final cause for optimism is the continuing commitment of U.S.
leaders ofboth political parties to open markets. This economic role
directly parallels the U.S. political role as a g'uarantor of regional
security. It has become increasingly clear since mid-r998 that ten-
sion in this area is likely to grow in the years ahead. Manufacturing
sectors that depend heavily on exports to Asia will likely see dips in
earnings. Trade deficits may balloon. There will be pressure on the
Federal Reserve to nudge up interest rates. There is also considerable
potential for a political backlash within the United States. In short,
the notion ofa free ride for troubled Asian economies to export their
way back to prosperitywill be unpopular in the United States. Arrd in
any case, the United States cannot stand alone as the source ofAsian
recovery, for as Snyder and Solomon (1998) have noted, multiple
"tugboats," including reflation oftheJapanese economy and market
liberalization in Japan, are necessary
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IJltimately, however, recovery in Asia is as important to the United
States as it is to East Asia. The highest-growth U.S. manufacturing
sectors, including software, mainframes and other computer hard-
ware, and telecommunications systems, depend on it. Thousands of
jobs are at stake. This provides a fourth structural reason for opri-
mism about the current crisis; Whereas protectionist spirals accom-
panied past global economic crises and often produced negative
security implications, the commitment of U.S. political and business
leaders to open markets seems firm, despite the political backlash that
will surely accompany U.S. support for Asian exporters.

S gcunrrv MeNece NrrNr

Four variables, then, have been among the most important in deter-
mining whether past global economic crises have intertwined with
nationalism and political factors to produce negative security effects.
Yet in Asia, the presence ofpositive signs in all four variables sharply
distinguishes the present crisis from that of the r93os and fiom
smaller shocks. Despite these reasons for hope at a structural level,
a number of important challenges nonetheless exist at the level of
day-to-day polirymaking in the management of regional security re-
lationships.

UNRFSOL\ LD lfc URITY PROBLEMS

Many ofthe security problems that lie at the center of the ripe-for-
rivalry argument remain unresolved, even as the agenda seems to
have shifted away from security ro pressing economic marrers.

PROBLEMS OF STATE SMANSHI P

The scale of Asia's economic problems is enormous and appears in-
creasingly unlikely to be solved absent significant domestic change,
perhaps involving much suffering and financial pain for individual
citizens (fapan Center for International Exchange and Institute of
Southeast Asian Studies rg99). We have already seen this in South
Korea and Indonesia, and we seem increasingly certain to see it in
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Japan as well. In this context, great potential suffering, coupled with
democratization, loud domestic political opinion, and the increased

effectiveness of dornestic lobbyists pressuring their respective gov-
ernflrents, will surely make statesmanship far more difficult for re-
eional leaders.

TI.re difliculties facing South Korea's Kin.r DaeJung exempli!, the
contracliction between statesmanlike risks on security rnatters (Kin.r's

"sur.rshine Policy" toward the North) and the need to focus on purely

dornestic problems. Such concerns will not ot.rly distact leaders' at

tention but also make conpron.ise on security issues rnore difficult
for three reasons:
. Aly compromise that involves trade-offs affecting dotnestic pros-

perity and welfare will be a difficult sell.
. Governments have been weakened.
. Cross cutting bureaucratic and other pressures will surelv increase,

pfving leaders and governments Iess room to maneuver within
their domestic political contexts.

INSTABI LITY AND NIISPERCEPTION

Tiilateral relationsh\rs can be extremely problematic in interna-
tional politics. Funabashi Yoichi (r998), in particular, has raised the

issues of mistrust and rnisperception in interactions involving three,
instead of two, parties, where all look askance at one another and

each side worries about potential collusion between the rern.riu-
ing two.

But if this is true, then tr-ust-and eventually institutionalized
trrst through transparency, dialogue, confider.rce-building measures

(CBMs), and preventive defense mechanisrns-becomes that much
rnore important.6 The Jiang-Clinton exchange of sumrnits augurs

rvell for longer-term Cl.rina-U.S. coordination, despite the Belgrade

ernbassy bonbine and other sources of short term conflict. Jiar.rg's
visit toJapan also bodes especiallywell for Sino-Japanese confidence-
building, particularly because the Sino-,Japanese leg of the triangle
has long seemed to be the li'eakest. But what happens to the pros-
pects for this q,pe oftrust when the environment puts as much pres-

sure on leaders, governments, lobby groups, and so on, as is likelv to
result from the fallout related to the economic crisis?
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RELATIONSHIPS AS ISSUES

RATHIR THAN FRAMEWORKS

During the cold war, moreovet China-U.S., Japan-U.S., and Sino-
Japanese interactions functioned as fiameworks within which the par-
ties tackled greater security challenges. Increasingly, however, these
interactions have ceased to be a part ofa larger strategic context but
seem, in some sense, themselves to have become the strategic issue at
stake. Thus, when U.S. opinion makers ask, "What should our relation-
ship with China bel" some seem disposed to franre the issue as a stra-
tegic dilemma in and of itself. This is a sharp break with the past. For if
the mere idea ofa relationship is presented as a strategic issue, tJ-ren the
fundamental premises of most CBMs, cooperatiye security schemes,
and preventive defense mechanisms must come into question as well.

Advocates of CBMs generally argue that the mere existence of
relationships can be an important stabilizing force in international
politics. Relationships create a reservoir of trust, while providing
avenues for coordination and cooperation. Various forms of CBMs
thereby help to control for mispercepdon by building a legary ofcol-
laboration on which leaders can draw in the event of future disputes.

This offers an analldc window into why it may be dangerous if
post-cold war decisiorunakers on the three sides of the China-Japan-
U.S. triangle, particularly those in the United States, should come
to view relationships not as intrinsically important but, ratheq as in-
volving srategic trade-offs from among which leaders must choose.
All relationships have a clear strategic dimension. But if, as in some
recent Ll.S. opinion, the yery prem)ses of a relationship come into
question, the prospects for CBMs and cooperative security inevi-
tably deteriorate. The China-U.S. relationship has become particu-
larly fragile in this regard. As a result ofthree major political debates
of ryg9-tg99-one related to space launch technology, the second
to campaign finance, and the third to allegations ofespionage at U.S.
nuclear weapons laboratories-many ofthe rationales that have un-
derpinned two decades of broad-ranging Sino-American coopera-
tion have come under attack in U.S. political debate. Indeed, rnuch
recent U.S. commentary particularly in the rnedia and on Capitol
Hi11, has nor.re-too-subdy implied that these events violate the vcry
principles that were originally offered as the framework to.justifi.
bilateral coordination: mutual interest and a growing trust between
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the two countries. On the Chinese side, meanwhile, perceptions of
latent U.S. hostiliry particularly in the wake ofthe Belgrade embassy

bombing, have increasingly placed the relationship with the United
States under strain in Beijing's political circles. To those who advo-
cate CBMS as an ayenue to coordination, such an atmosphere is un-
healthy, not least because dre relationship itself, not simply the issues

that divide the two sides, becomes the political issue under debate.

TAI\VAN, XORIA, AND TMD

All of the above poliry challer.rges, particularlv the problems of mis-
perception and statesmanship, carry a variety ofinplications for how
specific issues, such as Tiiwan, TMD, and achieving peace and stabil-
iq, on the Korean peninsula, are likely to be managed by the trilat-
eral countries. Certainly, such cautions and constraints bear directly
on the likelihood of their being rnanaged trilaterally, as opposed to
bilaterally.

In fact, the triangle hangs like a shadow over most bilateral inter-
action among the three major Asia Pacific powers. Thus, whereas

China and the United States rnay talk bilaterally about Thiwan, the
(luidelines for U.S.-Japan Defense Cooperation touch all aspects of
bilateral coordination on the issue. Chinese analysts have expressed

concern about the in.rplications of the guidelines for Thiwan flVang
r998). Meanwhile, officials in Tolyo and Washington have been am-

bigrrous about whet the new framework may mean in concrete terms
for the T)riwan problem in the event that hostilities break out.

This essentially triangular dimension-the fact that few issues can

truly be treated in a purely bilateral context in Northeast Asia-also
shapes Korean issues, and especially the matter of TMD. Thus, it is
not surprising that it has becorne dilEcult for Japan and the United
States to discuss TMD vis-)-vis North Korea in a purely bilateral
context lvithout raising hackles on the Chinese side.

Rlerpor,Irrr eNo LoNc Tenrl IllsreslLlrv

For all ofthese reasons, the political stakes ofthe Asian economic cri-
sis for all three trilateral parmers, as for all countries in the region,
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"are high. At the same time, those stakes have security implications,

not merely implications for economic prosperity and continued
growth, because they have made cooperation critical. The struc-
tural dimensions of the economic-security linkage in East Asia may
provide reason for optimism. The crisis may also provide new op-
portunities and avenues for bilateral, trilateral, and multilateral co-
ordination in Asia, as well as an important basis for confionting
problems not directly related to the crisis down the road. However,
two fundamental questions cut direcdy to security and political con-
cerns at the structural level: How will the Sino-Japanese relationship
evolve asJapan batdes to overcome the distortionary effects of eco-
nomic decay? Arrd what does a China-U.S. "strategic parmership,"
whatever form it may take, mean forJapanl

Both questions are the logical outgrowth ofrealpolitik-qpe think-
ing, for as WangJisi has noted, "U.S. officials and analysts point to
the potential rivalry betweenJapan and China" (r998, z4), and many
Chinese andJapanese analysts point to the problem as well (see e.g.
Christensen r999). Mistrust remains pervasive in Sino-Japanese re-
lations, despite three decades of extraordinary progress between
Asia's two great indigenous powers. Greater power competition has

been a stable feature of international relations for many centuries.
Thus, it is irnportant to askwhether, as Snyder and Solomon contend,
"Asia's financial crisis may mark a shift in relative long-term influence
in favor of China at the expense ofJapan" (r 998, r). Ifso, then those
who believe that China andJapan are destined to renew their strategic
competition ofthe early part of this century may ask Are there those
on one or the other side who might try to exploit the weaknesses in
troduced by the economic crisis? How, then, might this crosscut Fu-
nabashi's (r 998) suggestion that triangular relationships reinforce
suspicions about collusion between two parties at the expense ofthe
third?

TRILATERAL INTERACTION: A STRUGGLING JAPAN,
A DYNAMIC CHINA-U. S. RELATIONSHIP

Few strategic analysts are likely to disagree that Asia's great powers
succeed best when they hang together. Yet, as Thomas Christensen
(1999) has argued, many Chinese remain deeply troubled by the
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elnerEience ofJapanese power, while a strong ambivalence charac-
terizes Japanese perceptions of China. As Christensen has noted,
the issue ofSino-Japanese competition, houever delicate, is lent spe-

cial weigl.rt by hrstorical rivalries and the strucnrral realities of great
power conflict througl.r Dast,fuian history. And it n.ray now have

l.,rctrrnr rntrrc acute becatLs. uI recent economic ev(nti.
It is r.ro longer ir.rconceivable that econonic restructuring could

hobble Japan finalrciall1., create problems for its once rapidly ex-
panding economic role in dre region, and nake it less likelv to evolve
into the aggressive, forward- and outr.ard-looking power that once
seemed likely to be thrust onto the stage as a genuine regional leader.

C)n some level, serious rnalysis in the u.ake ofthe linanciaI crisis n.tust

recognize that, when viewed through the historical and conceptual
lens of great power competition, Japanese weakness could provide
certain strategic opportunitres to Chinese political constituencies drat
regarcl the potential expansion ofJapanese militarv power v'ith con-
cern. A weaker yen may pose problems for Chinese economic policv-
makers, and Beijing has made its unhappiness with Japanese fiscal
policy lc.rown to Tokyo. But one cannot help but wonder $,hether
Ohinese security constituencies concerned about the expansion of
Japanese defense roles in fuia rright not view a "rr eakening" ofJapan
in this s,ay as favorable to Chinat ou,n strategic prospects.

This takes on special resonance in the conrplex geonetry of tri-
hteral interacdon because the trilateral relationship has lone been
asl.mrnetrical, witl.r two sides of the triangle (Iapan and tl.re Unitecl
States) more powerful and prosperous (and more closely tied b1.

bonds of interdependence and trust) than the third. Might the eco-
nomic crisis in sorne way lay a foundation that will ultirnately alter
these asymmetries? More important, rvill coordination over rnatters
related to the crisis-the widespread suggestion over the past year of
U.S. "pleasure" with China's monetrry "statesmanship," contrasted
rvith frustration over Japan's "paralysis"-change the dl'namic
through which the sides of the triangle, particularly China and the
United States. interact?

Tlis discussion acceleratcd in r998, in large part because of the
complex reaction inJapan to President Clintonl China trip, coupled
with Secretary of State Macleleine AlLrright's trip of reassurance to
Tokvo in the v.ake ofthe visit. Those events made clear that there is
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a strong element of ambivalence in Tokyo about what closer China-
U.S. ties mean for Japan. Some Japanese analysts clearly regard Ja-
pan's strategic position in the triangle as having been undercut bv a

new phase of closer China-U.S. bilateralism.
If one believes, then, that some Chinese policymakers might re-

gard a hobbled Japan as strengthening China's strategic position in
the region, EastAsia is likely to experience a vasdy different trilateral
dynamic than might be the case ifJapan deals smoothly with its cur-
rent crises and rapidly sets itselfback on course. This dlmamic ofstla-
tegic competition demonstrates clearly why institutionalized trust
and the avoidance ofmisperception are so important to regional sta-
bility. Future strategic relationships among great powers are likely to
mix aspects ofcooperation and rivalry (see e.g. Feigenbaurn r999a).
Thus, three strong, secure, and assertive trilateral po\{e$ poten-
tial rivals in some areas, but strategic parmers in the maintenance of
Asian economic and political stabiliry-best reflect the interests of
all three countries and the Asia Pacific region at large.

THE UNITED STATES AND REGIONAL COORDIN.ATION

Above all, the concerns voiced by China and Japan make clear just
how important it has become that the trilateral countries view tleir
relations as partnerships, with stability in each bilateral interaction
reinforcing the stability ofthe triangle as a whole. While deepening
its relations with China, the United States must reassureJapan. The
Sino-Japanese relationship, in particulaq has become the critical leg
ofthe triangle.

In recent years, there has been a growing recognition in all three
capitals that regional problems, whether economic or security-
oriented, reflect the challenges of a shared future. This does not
irnply that all interests are commonly shared, simply that stability is
important to all. Yet stability-a shared interest-becomes easier to
achieve when actors recognize their common stake in its mainte-
nance. This is the most important political and strategic lesson of
the Asian financial crisis, which has shor.r,n decisively just how much
ofthe region's economic future is shared. For two decades, sustained
economic grora.th has been the most important goal of all majorAsian
countries, including post-Mao China.
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This explicit recognition ofthe need to share in a coordinated re-
gional response to today'.s econornic crisis is thus particularly encour-
aging. trnorrowt Asia Pacific region will be shaped, in large part,
by how countries face down this present challenge. Cooperation
arnid potendal strategic rivalry is never easy. Manv analysts have
pointed to the problems that Asian leaders will haye to confront to
sustain coordination in the face of domestic political pressure, threats
to regime legitimacy, and painful economic restructuring choices
that may further undermine popular support. The most poignant ex-

ample of sustair.red intraregional cooperation on political matters-
the ASEAN model has come in fbr harsh scrutiny as the crisis has

intensified.
Yet if, as this chapter contends, the fi-rture seems brighter than pes-

simists predict, it is because important structural conditions in place
in toclay's fuia were absent fiom earlier regional and global econornic
crises. This not only provides a historical baseline for optimism. It
also presents a strategic opportuniry Responding constructively and
cooperatiyely to the challenges of a new era requires that parmers
overcome all ofthe reasons for pessimism to which observers ofAsian
security routinely poir.rt:
. Reservoirs of distrust.
. Problems of rnisperception.
. The realiry olconfricting interest.' in 'ome impoltanl areat.
. A future that will include l(orean reunification and thus require

adjustments to the regional strucrure, especiallywidr respect to the
U.S. military role.
The current crisis should make clear even to those Asians who

actively seek a reduced U.S. role in the region that a medium-term
continuation of that role has become vital to the very stability that
u.ill ultimately n.rake such change possible. The United States plays
the critical role in guarenteeing dre structural conditions that nake
today's situation hopeful. On two levels-the exercise of strategic
leadership, and a commitment to market oper.mess-the U.S. role is

simply indispensable to prevent the economic crisis fiom l'eeding se-

curity problems.
This is not to argue that any particular political or security order

must remain in place over the long term to gxarantee stability. It is
not necessarily a recipe for a permanent U.S. forward presence.
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Someday, Korea will be reunified. Will a role for forward-deployed
U.S. forces on the peninsula then be sustainable? Chinese diplomats
have expressed their sensitivity to some of the rationales offered for
the continuation of aJapan-U.S. alliance forged during a very differ-
ent era. Tokyo and W'ashington must both make a more compelling
case to Chinese leaders that is sensitive to their concerns.

Most important, then, acknowledging U.S. "leadership" implies
that Washington is a genuine parmer-a constituent member of a

region whose problems should be shared. This is neither a new nor
an especially surprising conclusion. Fighting the economic crisis re-
quired partnership, and partnership requires coordination. lJnder a

positive set of structural conditions that is likely to prevent economic
problems from feeding security concerns, coordination on pressing

economic matters, especially among China, Japan, and the United
States, may ultimately create useful channels for parmership on stra-

tegically sensitive questions.

Norr s

r. See, for instance, Fareed Zakaria Qg97), who argues for a view of Chinese

snength, coupled with a prediction ofa fundamentally consetvatrve Chinese foreign

poliry. China is not a "rogue," ZaLaria ar6pes, because it largely lacks the resources to
be one. The region should relax, he seetrs to argue, but must also be on its guard Fuel

for the more extreme argtments about Chinese intentions came from a variety of
events and statements. Agood example concerns Sino-Russian cooperation, the goals

and oudines ofwhich still remain murly and which many suspect amountmostly to
rhetorical posturing. On China and Russia, see for example Gordon (r997)

z. The polar argument, which has been discredited among most specialist and

popular audiences alike, has been made by Bernstein and Munro (r997). A good re
joinderis Nathan and Ross (rg97). However, many anallss who vierv China's ascend-

ance more conservatively than Bernstein and Munro nonetheless predict potential
challenges to the existing order as a key Chinese goal. See, forinstance, Cbristensen
(r996). See also the debate between Roy (r994) and Gallagher (t994).

3. For a sense of how dramatic tlis problern is, one need only consider the story
ofJapan Leasing Corporation, a subsidiary ofthe Long-Tetm Credit Bank ofJapan,

which is itself in trouble. By the end of September 1998, Japan Leasing had gone

under with more than US$r6 billion in debt. TheJapanese govemmentk efforts to
address the banking crisis have thus far focused ol how to guarantee deposits with
out bailing out the banks per se. The refusal to gtaranteeJapan Leasingt debt may

be a recurring .rory in Japan\ 6rancial crisis.
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4. I r1n 8aateful to Fmncis (lavin for discussion of the :najor points in this
section.

5. Lh Japinese "technonationalisrn'l .nd 'ilercantilc rcrlis:r," scc Smuels
(r994) and Ileginbotham and Srrnucls (r998). On China, see Feigenbaum (r999b,
t999c).

6. Much hes bcen rvrittel about this issue. The most eloquent treaurent, \r'hich
is rlso somewhat pessinistic, is by the Canadian scholar Paui Evans. Sce, lbr ex

ample, Etans (r993; rg9,+). On sone ofthe reasons uhy ffiutsparency and regional
security dialogre are inportant, see the disc[ssion in the context ol anns race con-
cems by BaJl (r993lr994). One positive byprotluct ofAsial othemise unforflrnarc
ccononic crisis may be the effect that it $.ill iner.itabl_r' have on rcquisirion budgets
and the potentirl for r-egjonal arrs reces. The title of Ballt pre-econonic crisis ar-
ticle, 'Anrs and Aflluence," is, in this seflse, particularly poigDant: Strapped frrr cash,

nost Asian governrrents u,ill 6ncl it dillicult to pursue expensir.e force nrrxlerniza-
tion prop;rams. Thus, for the monent the probJens ofthe crisis, unfortunate as thev
are for regionirl leaders, may vitiate sorne ofthe concem frou three to five 1.ears ag,:r

about the possibilitv of a regional arms race.
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